Space: Out
Action Update

Liz Parrish
Interview Is Up!
by Athamanatha Kitsune on Friday 3rd
September 2021
At last! Our patrons can enjoy the extended
cut through patreon, while our other viewers
receive the shorter version which is still really
good. We thoroughly enjoyed making this
interview for you!
Liz has provided us with her own insights into
biotechnology against aging, into her interest
in morphological freedom and how the
startup world is changing in favour of those
with an altruistic mission. Her enthusiasm and
engagement with the subject is contagious
and thrilling to see and hear. We have made a
good friend here.

Our Youtube channel

By Athamanatha Kitsune on Friday 3rd
September 2021
It was decided by our president of the board
that the FFF shall not be represented at the
International Astronautical Congress beyond
the odd informal mention on my part. Instead,
I will focus my efforts when there on Vulpine
Designs, Nexus Aurora and Hubtropolis. This
decision was due to the large number of
events and efforts already planned for the FFF
in the coming months, making it difficult to
find sufficient resources to do such a
prestigious event justice without causing
disruption to our primary grassroots
campaigns and efforts.
However, our recent 12th podcast episode and
upcoming 13th, handle the intersection of
morphological freedom and space, and are
well worth a listen.

Project Enhanced Tail
By Zennith on Monday 20th September 2021
The tail project, led by Hebi-chan, is seeking
to develop an answer to the question “How do
we make a tail that is controlled more
naturally?” This arose as an opportunity after
Master Tailer from The Tail Company reached
out to the Freedom of Form Foundation,
asking about whether a collaboration might be
an option to explore improving tail
technology.
The group has been making progress in
deciding how to ultimately arrive at a
functioning, neurally-or-muscle-controlled
tail prosthetic. Much of the technical risk lies
in two problems: (1) detecting signals
produced by muscles (more specifically:
sensitivity, noise rejection, and processing),
and (2) using processed signals (determining
what the user’s intent is, and moving the tail

in an appropriate way). Downstream
considerations, such as actual mechanical
engineering of a prototype, are much less
severe causes of technical risk.
In order to start attacking technical risk, the
team has decided to split their project plan
into two phases, where each phase addresses
each of the problems I mentioned above. (1)
The first phase will focus on simply sensing
the user’s muscle movements, to see what
signals look like in our hands, and to start
figuring out ways of ensuring good
signal-to-noise of muscle sensor readings as
well as ways of turning those readings into
interpretations of the user’s movement. (2)
The second phase will then develop
multi-electrode arrays, start interpreting the
user’s movement in more meaningful ways,
and start to drive movement of a tail in a more
intelligent manner.
This project is expected to be strategically
valuable in a few ways: (a) the development of
in-house expertise and systems to detect and
interpret electrophysiology signals, which
may assist neuroprosthetic research later, (b)
public advocacy and attention as well as
prospective revenue sharing, and (c) the
development of in-house motor or muscle
control software that could, similar to
electrophysiology, be useful for
neuroprosthetics research later.
I’m happy to report that, as of our most recent
board meeting, the phase 1 project proposal
has been approved, so we’re now officially
underway.
Thanks to the support of our Patrons, we’re
now able to give our team access to electrical
devices and components they need in order to
succeed!

We’ll post a project page in a couple of
months after the team has more to show

New Volunteer: Rakeela
by Rakeela on Saturday 4th September 2021

My interest in morphological freedom stems
from species dysphoria. I cannot appreciate
the aesthetics of the human form. I want to be
a dragon in the flesh, but I want to offer
reassurance: I don't seek superpowers of
flight or fiery breath. The superpowers that I
want are earfins that I can feel a breeze on
and a well-muscled prehensile tail. My
husband shares my longing, and I want us to
someday be able to sit on a backless couch
playing videogames together with our tails
entwined. Draconity to me is 'merely' biology,
but I see romance in biology.
I also feel a broad drive to advance medicine. I
have all my life felt that the human lifespan is
appallingly short. Ultimately, there is one
proper draconic superpower that I want: the
indefinite lifespan. I believe that life extension
and morphological freedom are inherently
linked causes, and that as we master the
reconstruction of biology we will necessarily
touch upon methods of extending lifespans as
well. For instance, I have a personal interest in
immunological therapies utilizing dendritic
cells that I think may be helpful in both
domains. Tolerogenic dendritic cells may be
useful as a treatment to prevent autoimmune
reactions to proteins produced by gene
therapies, and a similar treatment could also
strengthen the immune system by reducing
cumulative autoreactivity from aging.

Currently, I'm on the integument review
project. I feel grievously self-conscious about
my lack of credentials, but I've been
autodidactic all my life. I have always seen
more possibilities in the world than most
people do, and as I catch up with the genetics
of integument, I hope that my creativity can
help the Freedom of Form Foundation find
testable hypotheses and experiments worth
performing. The challenge of transformation
is the challenge of inducing the body to
self-organize in new ways. The models exist in
nature, and in nature each of them has its own
way to heal. Another way to look at the
challenge of transformation is this: how do we
teach the body a new way to heal?

New Merch Store

& much more!

Coming soon

by Athamanatha Kitsune on Saturday 11th
September 2021
We’re putting together a new Redbubble store
to replace our unfortunately difficult to
maintain Cafepress store. With it there will be
more designs on the merchandise and more
types of items to choose from than ever!
Remember, for several of these items you can
change the colour when you purchase, or if
you cannot select from pre-determined
colours, you can ask me on Discord or
Telegram to change the colour of the item to
any hex colour code you choose. I will let you
know if Redbubble allows that for said item.

We’re on LinkedIn, Youtube, Soundcloud, Google
Podcasts, Breaker, RadioPublic, Spotify, Pocket, iTunes,
Anchor, Twitter, Telegram and Discord!
Why not check out our awesome perks on Patreon or if
you prefer, drop us something nice via Paypal. You can
also add us to your Amazon Smile orders in the USA!
This late edition of the newsletter was brought to you by
“what the hell happened to September?!”
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